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Several cIassi~cation problems (quadratic forms with a group action, 
systems of quadratic forms, etc.) can be treated simultaneously in the 
setting of hermitian forms in additive categories. This point of view has 
been introduced by Quebbemann, R. Scharlau, W. Scharlau, and Schulte 
[9, lo]. The present paper contains some finiteness results. 
Let E be a ring with an involution ^i and let S( -, Ex ) be the set of units 
u of E such that ii = U. Set u = v if there exists w E E x such that u = G&v. 
Let H(-,E”)=S(-,E”)/r. 
Assume that Emz Q is a finite-dimensional C&vector space, and that the 




are&kite (where p ranges over all places of a;S, and ( )P denotes completion 
at P). 
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Assume, moreover, that there exists a non-zero integer m such that 
E@, Z[ l/m] is a finitely generated Z[l/m]-module. Then (see [2, 
Theorem 4.21) H( -, E x ) is finite. 
The proofs of these results make use of theorems of Bore1 and Harish- 
Chandra [5] and of Bore1 [4]. 
These two results imply some finiteness theorems for hermitian forms in 
additive categories, as is shown in Sections 1, 3, and 4. Some applications 
are given in Sections 5,6, and 7. 
1. HERMITIAN FORMS IN ADDITIVE CATEMIRIES 
For any ring A, let T(A) be the Z-torsion subgroup of A. If R is a ring 
containing Z, set A, = A Oz R. We say that A is R-finite if A, is a finitely 
generated R-module and if T(A) is finite. 
Let $9’ be an additive category. Let us fix an object M of %, and set 
E = End,(M). 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that E is Q-finite. Then M has only finitely many 
direct summands up IO isomorphism. 
ProoJ: Let V(M) be the full subcategory of % of all objects isomorphic 
to a direct summand of M’, for some integer r. On the other hand, let B(E) 
be the category of finitely generated projective right E-modules. If N is an 
object of 9, set (M, N) = Horn, (M, N). Then the functor 
(M, - ): V(M) + 9(E) 
is fully faithful (cf., for instance, [lo]). Moreover, this functor sends 
the direct summands of M to direct summands of E. It is shown in [2, 
Section 33, that E has only Iinitely many direct summands up to 
isomorphism. 1 
A duality strucfure is an additive contravariant functor * : V + $9 together 
with a natural isomorphism (eM): id + ** such that eLeM. = id,. for all 
objects M of %. A morphism h: M + M* such that h = h*e, is called 
a hermitian form. Such a form is said to be unimodular if h is an iso- 
morphism. Let H(w) be the category of unimodular hermitian forms. The 
morphisms of If(%) are defined in the obvious way. 
For any ring A with involution c : A --, A, let us denote by A x the group 
of invertible elements of A, and set 
S(‘, A”)= {aEAX It?=a}. 
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Define an equivalence relation on S( -, A x ) by setting: 
u E h if and only if there exists c E A ’ such that u = c”hc. 
Let Z-Z{‘, A”)=S(-, A”)/=. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that there exists a positive integer m such that E is 
Z[ 1/m]-finite. Then there exist only finitely many isomorphism classes of 
unimodular hermitian forms h : M -( M*. 
Prooj Let us choose a unimodular hermitian form h: M --+ M*. Define 
an invoiution ‘:E+EbyP=h ‘e*h. Iff:M+M* and g:M+M* are 
two unimodular hermitian forms on M, then h ‘$’ and h-‘g are in 
S( -, E” ). Moreover, f and g are isomorphic if and only if h ‘f - h ..‘g. 
Therefore, the following lemma completes the proof of the theorem: 
LEMMA I.3 [2, Theorem 4.21. Let A he a ring, and let * : A + A be an 
invol~tjon. Suppose that there exists LI positive integer m such that A is 
Z[ I/m]-finite. Then H( -, A ’ ) i.v.finite. i 
2. GENERA OF SYMMETRIC ELEMENTS 
Recall from [2, Section 4). the following notions. Let G be a group with 
an involution - (that is, 1 is an antiautomorphism of G of order 2). If 
r:EZ(G)andMisasubsetofG,weputS,(~,M)for { gfMIg=cg}.IfK 
is a subgroup of G and LEG we set [fJK=(@k(k~Kf, [A41K= 
{EgLlg@Mf, and H,(-,iY,f)=fCglKls~s,(‘,~~~f)=Cs,(-,K~~)I.. 
Let A be a ring with involution - and let ,4 be a ‘-invariant subring of 
A. Let E E Z(A) and f~ S,,( *, A x ). Then we write f,( -, A, f) for the fibre 
of the localisation map 
which contains f (here p ranges over all places of Q, and ( ), denotes 
completion at p). 
We write H(-, G) for H,( -, G, I) and I’( Ic, A) for I‘,( -, A, 1). 
Remark 2.1 (cf. [2, 4.1). If f~ S,( -, A x ) and, for g E A, we define 
d= fd ‘, then n is also an involution on A and h -+ lzf - ’ induces 
bijections 
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Thus, in the examination of H,( ‘-, A %, f) and of I’,( -, A, f), we can 
transfer to simpler problems: 
(i) We can, at the expense of replacing - and A by conjugates, 
assume that f =c= 1. 
(ii) (cf. [2, 4.111). If A is a simple algebra of finite dimension over its 
centre K we can, at the expense of replacing A (by a conjugate) and f, 
assume that - is a hermitian transpose coinciding with the original - on K 
and that E = -t 1 (or indeed E = 1 if - is not trivial on K). 
(iii) Thus, if K is a finite field of odd characteristic then, by the 
theory of symmetric, skew-symmet~c, and he~itian forms over finite fields 
we have 
(a) H( -, A x ) = { [I 1 ] ) if * is non-trivial on K, and 
(b) det: H( -, A x ) -+ K”/(K” )’ is injective if % is trivial on K. 
(iv) Note also that if K = C and * is trivial on K then, by the theory 
of forms over @, H(-, A”)= {[I]}. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Q-finite ring with involution - and let E E Z(E) 
andfES,(-,EX). ThenF,(-,E,f)i.s.finite. 
As in the proof of [2, 4.21, we may assume (4.3410) that E is an order 
in a simple Q-algebra over its centre, Z(E), which is a Dedekind ring and 
that f = 1. (The additional hypothesis in [2] to do with finite generation is 
not needed for the reduction.) 
We fix some notation for the rest of the section. K is a finite extension of 
Q or 69,. A is a central simple K-algebra with involution -. Assume that A 
is finite dimensional over K, and let dim,(A) =n2. Let R be a Dedekind 
ring containing the ring of integers ~5 of K. Let A be a ‘-stable R-order in 
A, and let f2 be a - -stable O-order in A. Denote by K,, R,, Q, the fixed 
rings of K, R, and 0 under -. 
In view of the reduction referred to above, to establish 2.2 we need only 
to prove: 
THEOREM 2.3. If K is a number field then F( -, A) is finite. 
We need to establish a number of subsidiary results. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose K is a number field, and let [a] E f( -, A). Then, 
for all but finitely many finite places p of K,, u = v’v for some v E Q; . 
Proof (first part ). Let T be the set of tinite places p of KO such that 
(i) QP is a maximal order 
(ii) A, 2 Mat,(&) 
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(iii) ud-2; 
(iv) K/K, is unramified at p 
(v) p does not divide 2. 
Certainly T contains all but finitely many places of K,. It is sufficient 
therefore to prove 
LEMMA 2.5. [f p E T then u = v’v .for some v E Q: . 
The following lemma is well known (see, for instance, [ 11, Chap. 7, 
Theorem 4.43 ). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 8 he a ring wirh involution - and let J be a --stable 
2-sided ideal of 8. Suppose that 
(i) 0 is J-adically complete, and 
(ii) there is (I central element c in 8 such that c + F = 1. 
Then the reduction mup H( -, 63 x ) -+ H( -, (Q/J) x ) is hijective. 
We also need the following lemma 
LEMMA 2.7. Let p be cm odd prime and K u p-adic field. Suppose that 
52 = Mat,(G) and that K/K, is unrami/ied. 
(i) If K = K, then det : H( -, 52 x ) -+ c-” “/(Ci x )’ is injective. 
(ii) IfK#K,then H(‘,Q”)={[l]}. 
(iii) In either case H( -, 52 x ) -+ H( -, A x ) is injecrive. 
Proqf: Let p be the maximal ideal of &,. Putting J= pa, we have a 
bijection H( -, 52 x ) + H( -, (Q/J) X ). In either case Q/J= Mat,(k) with 
k = O/PO, a held. In case (ii) h acts non-trivially on k so the result follows 
from 2.I(iii)(a). In case (i) the result follows from 2.l(iii)(b), since the 
reduction map Cc! “/(c! x )’ -+ k “/(k ’ )’ is an isomorphism. (iii) now follows 
since c” y /( 6, x )’ + K x /( K x )’ is injective. 1 
Proof of 2.5. If p E T then by 2.7 we have that H( -, l2; ) -+ H( -, A,” ) is 
injective if p does not split in K. If p splits in K, pR =‘@i‘J.J2 then 52, = 
Q,, x Q,, with 5 interchanging the factors and it is easily seen that 
H( -, Q; ) = { [I I}. The result follows. 1 
From now on we assume K to be a number field. We use v to denote the 
reduced norm V: A -+ K and its localisations and N to denote the norm 
map N: A + K,, where N(a) = v(G) and its localisations. We put 
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U(s2) =n sz; the unit ideles of D 
J(A)=fp; .u(sz)cqJ4; the idtles of A 
P P 
U(A)= nn; nJ(A) ( > P 
the unit id&les of A. 
THEOREM 2.8. The kernel of the lucalisat~on map 
GINA x I--+ U(R”)/~U(A) 
is finite. 
That is, N(A x ) is of finite index in NU(A) n R,“, the group of units of RO 
which are locally norms from A. 
We need two lemmas (to tackle the two parts of N), but we first point 
out the following codicil to the pigeon-hole principle. 
Remark 2.9. Let A be a group and B a subgroup such that there is a 
positive integer k with the following property: If a,, . . . . a, E A then there are 
i, j with 0 < i < j d h such that a,q i E 8. It is clear that a transversal of B 
in A can have no more than h elements and so [A : B] $ h. 
THEOREM 2.10. (i) Let PI be the number of isomor~hi~m classes of focally 
fj-ee rank 1 ~-modules. Let I,, be the group of ~-idea~~ J such that JA = A, 
and& P,=((v(a))@/a~A”). Then [Z/t:Pn]~h. 
(ii) [R x : VA x ] is finite. 
ProoJ (i) For each prime ideal p of c;O choose clP ESZ, such that 
(v(cr,))O, = p. For J=n P”PEZ~ put L(J) for the Q-lattice such that 
L(J),= (a”,p)&?,. Then the generalized index [sZ:L(J)]a is J”, and 
[A:L(J)AIR=(JR)“=R (i.e., A=L(J)A). 
It is suhicient (by 2.9) to prove that if JO, . . . . J,,E~~ then JjJ,:l EP,, for 
some i, j with 0 < i < j< h. But, given the Ji there must be i, j with 
0 4 i c j < h such that L( Jj) and L(J,) are isomorphic over $2. So we can 
find (x in A” such that aL(J,) = L(Jj). Moreover, since L(fj)A = A = 
L(J,)A, ct is a unit of A. Therefore we have {v(a))~~(Ji)~= (J,)“, whence 
JjJ+(v(a-‘))O~P,. 
(ii) We have an exact sequence 
But 0 ’ is finitely generated and VA x contains (B x )” so the left-hand term 
is finite. The result follows. 4 
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LEMMA 2.11. Put A for the group {id, - } and, tf A is an abelian 
A-group, write H”(A) = Z?‘(A, A) for the Tate cohomology groups. 
(i) Zf K,, # K there is an exact sequence 
ff’(Z(R)) + @(C(R)) + ff’(R x ) + ff’WUW, 
where Z(R) is the group of fractional ideals of R and C(R) is, the class group 
of R. (The outer maps are the obvious ones and the middle map factors 
through H’(P(R)) = H-‘(P(R)) in the obvious way, where P(R) is the 
group of principal ideals of R). 
(ii) If K,, = K then Z?(R x ) -+ @(U(R)) is injectiue. 
Proof Apply cohomology to the diagram 
R” - K” - J’(R) 
P r r 
U(R) - J(K) - Z(R) 
1 1 1 
U(R)/R” - J(K)/K” - C(R) 
In case (i), H-‘(K”) = {l} by Hilbert 90, we have ~(K”)G~(J(K)) by 
the Hasse norm theorem, and it is easy to check that H’(Z(R)) = { 1 }. 
In case (ii), H-‘(P(R)) = H-‘(Z(R)) = {l} and p( x ) + @(J(K)) is 
injective by the global squares theorem. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. In view of 2.1O(ii) it is sulficient to prove 2.8 for 
the case where K= A and R = LI. That is, we must show that the map 
@(R ’ ) + @(U(R)) has a finite kernel. This is clear from 2.11. 1 
We choose a transversal X of iV(/1 x ) in R0 n N( U(A). By 2.8, X is finite. 
For x E R,“, let S(x, /i) be the set of those u in [lluC,,) n A such that 
v(u)=x. We put 
Y,(A)= {UEAX IN(u)= l} 
U,(A)= {UE U(A)IN(u)= l}. 
The following two results complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 and hence 
that of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.12. The natural map uX,,[S(x, LI)],,,(~) --f Z(-, A) is surjec- 
tive. 
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Proof By 2.4, f(%,n)=[l].,,,nA. Take u~f(-,/i). Then we have 
v(u)E&nN(U(A)). So, for some XEX and o~/i”, v(~)=xN(w) and 
hence v(o ‘u&j - ‘) = x. Now U, and hence o ‘u&- ‘, lies in [ 1 ] U(n) n A. 
Therefore w ‘u&- ’ lies in S(x, A) and u is its image in f( -, A). 1 
THEOREM 2.13. For any x in R,, [ S(x, A)] y,,n, is finite. 
Proof. Let L be an extension of K,,. We have the following algebraic 
varieties and maps defined over K,: 
A(L) = A OK,, L, and algebraic K,-algebra, - : A(L) -+ A(L), 
v: A(L) -+ KOKO L, N: A(L) + L, G= Ker(N), and 
p: C(L) + End(A(L)), a representation of G on A given by x( R+) = 
l% 
Let S be the set of places of K,, which are unbounded on R,. We choose 
R to be maximal (subject, that is, to lying in A and being a ‘-stable 
Co-order). Thus for all places p of K,, not in S we have nP = Q, and for 
PES, AP= A,. In particular, RR,=0 
We define arithmetic subgroups of G over K, relative to the Q-lattice I2 
in A(K) (considered as the right regular representation of G(K)). Then we 
may translate the notation of Bore1 [4] as follows: 
4, = co,(S), CR”= Y,(A), G,t,,= v,(A), 
and, if o E A, 
qJG,,s,) = [WI,,,,, 
(N.B. Borel’s “A” is mnemonic for Addles and does not refer to our algebra 
A!) 
Thus Theorem 8.8 (first case) of [4] becomes 
THEOREM 2.14. rf G is reductive and the orbit of o under p(G) is closed 
then [[c~]~,,~,nA],,~,, isfinite. 
Now, if S(x, /1) is empty there is nothing to prove. So choose 
OE S(x, A). We claim S(x, A)= [~]~,,~)n A. Certainly [o],,c,,n A is 
contained in S(x, A). On the other hand, if W’E S(x, A) then there is a 
UE U(A) such that w’=iiou, where x=v(o’)= N(u)v(o)=xN(u) so 
UE U,(A) and so W’E [w],,,,,n A. 
So 2.14 effects our proof of 2.13 provided we have 
LEMMA 2.15. (i) G is reductive. 
(ii) The orbit of o under p(G) is closed, 
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Proof: If K=& then A(@)zMat,(@) and G(C)={~EA(C)” / 
det(m)* = 1 ) which is clearly reductive. If Kf KO then A(@)z Mat,(@)x 
Mat,,(C), where - swaps the factors (with an antiisomorphism which we 
can assume to be transposition); 
G(C)= ((a,h)~GL,,(C)xGL,,(C)Idet(ah)= 11, 
again clearly reductive. 
We claim that 
Ef&c,= +wmw=-~f. (2.16) 
(This implies (ii).) 
First, H( -, A(@)“) = ([ 1 J}. In the case K= KC, this is 2.i(iv) and in the 
case K# KO this is easily seen (cf. [2, 4.l(vi)]). 
Thus, if ue:A(@) and v(u)=.Y, then we can certainly find ueA(C) such 
that G’ = liwu. But then x = V(D) = N(u) v(w) = N(u)x. So N(u) = 1, u E G(C), 
and UE [w],,~,. The other inclusion being obvious, this implies that 2.16 
holds and we are through. [ 
3. I~M~RPH~SM Ct..~ssrzs IN A GEMS 
Let % be an additive category. If M and N are two objects of %%, set 
(M, N) = Horn, (M, N). We say that M and N belong to the same genus if 
for every prime number p there exist FI, E (M, N)P and G, E (N, M),, such 
that FpGp = 1 and GpF,, = 1. Similarly, two hermitian forms h : M -+ M* 
and g: N + N* are said to be in the same genus if for all primes p of a9 
there exist F,, E (M, N)P and G, E (N, M),, such that F,,G, = 1, G, Fp = 1, 
and F,*(g@l)F,,=h@l. 
We say that the idempotents of M split if for every endomorphism e of M 
such that e2 = r, there exists an object N of Gci; and morphisms p: N -+ M, 
y : M -+ N such that py = id, and qp = e. The additive category % is said to 
be p.~eudQ-u~eli~n if the idempotents of every object of CR split (see Karoubi 
E71). 
Let us fix an object M of $9, and let E = (M, M) be the ring of 
endomorphisms of M. 
THEOREM 3. I. Assume that E is Q-finite, and that the idempotents of 
M@ M split. Let N he an object of %Y which is in the genus of M. Then N i.s 
isomorphic to a direct summand of M $ M. 
Pror$ Let P= (M, N). Then P has a natural structure of right E- 
module. The ring E’ = E/Jac(E) is Noetherian [2, Theorem 2.51. Put 
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P’= PBt, E’. The right Eb-modules Pi and EL are isomorphic by 
hypothesis. This shows that P’ is a locally free E’-module of rank one. 
Therefore P’ is a projective E’-module of rank one. So there exists an 
integer n and an E’-module Q’ such that P’@ Q’ = E’“. The center of E’ 
has Krull dimension at most one. Therefore a theorem of Serre [ 12, 
Thioreme I ; 1, Chap. IV, (2,7)] imphes that there exists an E’-module Q” 
of rank one such that Q’ z Q” 0 E’” 2. By the cancellation theorem of 
Bass [i, Chap. IV, (3.5)] this implies that f’@Q”r E’. 
The functor 
-OK E’: 3(E) -+.9(E) 
is bijective on isomorphism classes [ 1, Chap. III, (2.12)]. So there exists 
and E-module Q such that P$ Q 2 E*. 
The functor 
(44, -):~(M)-+9(E) 
introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is full and faithful. It is easy to 
check that as the idempotents of M@ M split, there exists an object N’ of 
Vsuch that (M,N’)=Q. Then N@N’rM@M. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If E is @finite, then the genus of M c~~ruins only 
finitely many isomorphism ck~s.w.~. 
Proofl Let @ be the pseudo-abelian category associated to W (cf. 
Karoubi [7, (6.111). There exists a fully faithful, additive functor F: %’ -+ @ 
[7, Theorem 6.10). Moreover, End,(M) = E. Let N be an object of %’ 
which is in the genus of M. Then Theorem 3.1 shows that F(N) is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of F(M) @ F( M). By Theorem 1.1, there 
are only finitely many isomorphism classes of such objects. As F is full, the 
isomorphism class of N is also determined up to finite ambiguity. 1 
One can obtain a more precise description of isomorphism classes in a 
genus: 
Let G(%?, M) denote the set of W-isomorphism ciasses in the genus of M. 
Let V= E,, F= V/Jac( V) and let E be the image of E in f? 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that E is QS-Jinite. 
(i) The map 
(M, - ): G(%Z, M) -+ G(S(E), E) 
is injective and hijeetive if %‘f M) is pseudo-&e&an. 
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(ii) The mup 
- @ &. E: G(.“jP(E), E) -+ G(iP(E), E) 
is bijective. 
(iii) There is a hijection 
where J( F) is the idZle group of i;;, und U(E) is the .~u~~rou~ of unit id2Ie.s 
with respect o E. 
Proof: (i) By Theorem 3.1 the objects of (s which are in the genus of M 
belong to the subcategory V(M). On the other hand, it is well known that 
the functor (M, - ): U(M) -+ .9’(E) is injective on isomorphism classes of 
objects and is bijective if ‘B(M) is pseudo-abelian; 
(ii) follows from [l, Chap. II, (2.12)]; 
(iii) see Frohlich [6]. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume thut E is C&finite. Let h: M-* M* be a 
un~m~~dular hermit~an form. Then the genus of (M, h) canta~ns only finitely 
many isomorphism classes. 
Proof. Let * : E --, E be the involution defined by P= h’ ‘e*h. As in the 
proof of Theorem 1.2 we see that the isomorphism classes of unimodular 
hermitian forms on M are in bijection with H( -, E” ). Similarly, one 
checks that two unimodular hermitian forms on M are in the same genus if 
and only if they have the same image under the locahsation map 
H(*,E”)-+H(-,E;). 
But the fibres of the localisation map are linite by Theorem 2.2. 1 
4. SYSTEM OF HERMITIAN FORMS 
The preceding sections dealt with unimodular hermitian forms. One can 
reduce the study of systems of arbitrary hermitian forms to this case: 
Let 9 be an additive category with a duality structure * : 9 -+ 9. Let L 
be an object of 9. Let i be a set. A system of hermitian forms on L is a 
collection of hermitian forms h,: L --) L*, io I. Two systems {L, h,) and 
f L’, hj 1 are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism f: L + L’ 
such that f*h:f = h, for all i. Let 9 be the category of systems of hermitian 
forms. 
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Let %? be the category with objects 
M=(L,, LZrsi: L, +L2,iEI), 
where L, and Lz are objects of 9 and the s,‘s are morphisms of 9. A 
morphism F: M + M’= (L’, , L;, s;) is a pair F= (f,, f;) of morphisms 
f,: Lj + L,f of 9 such that .$f, =fzzsi for all i Define a duality structure on 
V by setting M* = (L:, LF, s,!). It is straightforward to check that the 
functor 
where M= (L, L*, h,), h= (e,,, idL.). is an equivalence of categories (see 
c9, (4.311). 
THEOREM 4.1. tit M be an object of ‘&, and /et E= End(M). Assume 
that there exists a non-zero integer m such that E is E[ l/m]-finite. Then 
there exist only finiteIy many isomorphism classes qf systems of hermitian 
forms {Li, h,} such that (L. L*, b,)? M. 
Prooj Apply Theorem 1.2. 1 
Two systems of hermitian forms f L, bif and {L’, bj) are said to be in the 
same genus if for all primes p of Q, there exist F, E (L, L’)p and 
G,E(L’, L)p such that F,,G,= 1, G,F,,= I, and that F,*(b,f@l)F,,=bi@l 
for all i. 
Let S= {L,b,f be a system of hermitian forms. Let us denote by 
G(Y, S) the set of isomorphism classes of systems of hermitian forms which 
are in the genus of S. 
Set M = (L, L*, hi) and h = (e,, id,.). Let us denote by G(H(%), (M, h)) 
the set of isomorphism classes of unimodular hermitian forms which are in 
the genus of (M, h). It is easy to check that the map 
G(Y, S) --* G(MV), CM, hf) 
{N, ci) --*(M’, h’), 
where M’= (N, N*, c,), h’ = (eN, id,.), is a bijection. 
Let A = End,(L), E = End,(M). 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume thaf A is -$nite. Then there are only~nite~y many 
isomorphism classes of systems of hermitian forms in the genus of (L, b, 1. 
Proof. As A is Q-finite, E is also Q-finite. Therefore by Theorem 3.4, 
G(H(W), (M, h)) is linite. The above bijection then implies that G(.Y, S) is 
also finite. 1 
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THEOREM 4.3. Assume that there exists a non-zero integer m such that A 
is .Z[ l/m]-$nite. Then S has on/y Jinitef?~ many isomorphism classes of 
orthogonal ‘~~rnrna~ds. 
Proof. As E is Q-finite, M has only finitely many isomorphism classes 
of direct summands by Theorem 1.1. But the ring of +?-endomorphisms of 
each of these direct summands is Z[l/m]-finite, because E is Z[ l/m&finite. 
Therefore by Theorem 4.1 each summand corresponds to at most finitely 
many isomorphism classes of systems of hermitian forms. m 
5. BILINEAR FORSM WITH A GROUP ACTION 
Let G be a group, let R be a commutative ring and let E = 1 or - 1. By a 
G-form we mean a pair (L, h), where L is a finitely generated R-module 
together with a G-module structure, and h: Lx L -+ R is an &-symmetric 
bilinear form such that h( gm, gn) = h(m, n) for all g in G and for all m and 
n in L. The isomorphism relation and the genera of G-forms are defined in 
the natural way. 
The following theorem generalises a finiteness result of J. Morales: 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that R is Q-finite. Then a genus of G-forms 
contains only finitely many ~omorphism classes. 
Proof. If R is Q-finite, then so is the ring of RG-endomorphisms of any 
finitely generated R-module (cf. [2, Lemma 3.21). Therefore we may apply 
Theorem 4.2. ( 
For the rest of this section we shall assume that there exists some positive 
integer m such that R is .Z[ tfm]-finite. 
THEOREM 5.2. A G-form has on!)? finifeiy many isomorphism classes of 
orthogonal summand.q. 
Prooj Let (L, h) be a G-form. It is easy to check that End,& L) is 
Z[ l/ml-finite (see [Z, Lemma 3.21). The result then follows from 
Theorem 4.3. 1 
Let L be a finitely generated R-module together with a G-module struc- 
ture. Set L* = Horn&L, R). Let d be a positive integer. We say that a 
G-form (L, b) has exponent d if h’(L) contains dL*, where 6’: L + L* is the 
homomorphism induced by h. 
THEOREM 5.3. L .~~pport.~ on,n!v j&My many j.~omorp~ism classes oj 
G:forrn.v of exponent d. 
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Proof This is an easy consequence of Theorem 4. I, but also follows 
from [2, Theorem 5.41. 1 
6. SYSTEMS OF E,-SYMMETRIC FORMS 
Let R be a commutative ring. If L is a finitely generated R-module, set 
L* = Hom,(L, R). We say that L is reflexive if the evaluation 
homomorphism e: L + L*, detincd by e(x)(f) =f(x), is an isomorphism. 
Let si= I or -1, i= 1, . . . . n. 
Let L be a reflexive R-module, and let b,: L x L + R be R-bilinear, 
&,-symmetric forms. Two systems (L, b,) and (L’, b:) of &,-symmetric forms 
are said to be isomorphic if there exists an R-linear isomorphism f: L + L’ 
such that b:(f(x), f( y)) = bi(x, y) f or all x, )’ in L and for all i. Two 
systems are in the same genus if they are isomorphic over R@, Z, for all 
primes p of Q. 
The following results can be deduced from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. The 
proofs are similar to those of the preceding section. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) u R is Q-finite, then the genus of a system of 
&,-symmetric forms contains only finitely many isomorphism classes. 
(ii) If there exists a positive integer m such that R is Z[ I/m]-finite, 
then a system of &,-symmetric forms has only finitely many isomorphism 
classes of orthogonal summands. 
7. AN APPLICATION TO KNOT THEORY 
Let k”cS”+2 be a knot. Let K = S”+ ‘\N, where N is an open tubular 
neighborhood of k”. Following Farber, we say that k” is stable if xi(K) 2 
n,(S’) for all I G i < d, where 3d> n + 1 2 6. 
The following is a partial generalisation of [2, Theorems 6.2 and 6.31: 
THEOREM 7.1. A stable knot has only finitely many inequivalent fac- 
torisations into connected sums of knots. 
Proof A stable knot is determined up to finite ambiguity by its knot 
modules (cf. [3, Lemma 4.31). These are finite in number, and their 
endomorphism rings are Q-linite [2, Lemmas 6.1 and 3.21. Therefore, each 
of these modules has only finitely many isomorphism classes of direct 
summands by Theorem 1.1. 1 
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